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Kendra Payment Exchange (KPx): a quick overview 

The Kendra Payment Exchange (KPx) is a software solution to specific business problems. 

It is software package containing modules to help a user corporation to: 

 Speed up recognition and posting of payments by customers; 

 Monitor and reconcile collection amounts with the payments, making the 

necessary reversals and corrections; 

 Speed up approvals and activations of merchant requests, using a single wallet for 

each merchant to enable all transactions with that merchant; 

 Easily add new dealers into the distribution network, and enable simple working 

processes for the dealers 

 Mine transactional data for information to input to decision making processes. 

A company using KPx will provide better customer experiences with timely reminders on 

payments, real-time recognition of payments and prompt acknowledgement of receipt of 

payments. The automated tracking and reconciliation offers savings in time and errors. The 

system will provide information and tools to make accurate reversals and corrections when 

needed. Speedier and simpler business processes for dealings with its distribution network 

members will build loyal and productive business partners. The KPx system provides these 

benefits with improved oversight and control of the business. The information that is 

garnered from the KPx system can be used to complement business control systems such as 

revenue assurance and audit. 

Many corporations have implemented their functional software as and when needed, over 

time. While each system works well, getting the systems to work efficiently together require 

additional time and effort. An example: a telecommunications company has implemented 

billing systems for its services (post-paid, pre-paid, content, etc) as it introduced the 

services. The company also announced more collection agents over time (own stores, 

dealers, banks, kiosks, payment portals, etc). The company also expanded its distribution 

network and methods over time, and implemented distribution/dealer management 

systems. For some companies, the multiple billing, collections and dealer systems work well 

together. For the others, there usually is remedial work to fix issues as they arise. Kendra 

Solutions’ principals have worked on such projects and saw the need for a better approach; 

thus the design and development of the KPx system. 

The KPx will help an implementing company make its installed systems work more 

effectively and derive better value from its IT investments. The KPx works by connecting to 

the installed systems (including the financial system), providing speedy, smooth and 

controlled business information flow between the systems. In the process, up-to-date 

transactional information is available to business and finance personnel to make decisions. 

Data from the KPx can also be used to assist other business control systems.  
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As the KPx “engine” is positioned to connect to installed systems in a client’s infrastructure, 

the KPx system can deliver transactional data for information mining and presentation. The 

KPx can also be expanded in functions to cater to the client’s business requirements. Kendra 

Solutions SB is able to provide the resources and services to meet those requirements. 

Kendra Solutions works closely with a customer to implement the KPx to the customer’s 

needs and situation, and if desired, continue to work with the customer to expand on the 

current functions and features.  

 

As of May 2015, the KPx software is architected and built with the telecommunications 

industry requirements. Work is in progress to have a KPx system for the financial and 

insurance industries: this will be ready in Q1 2016.   
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